Textbook approaches to forming asymptotically justied condence intervals for the spectrum under very general assumptions were developed by the mid-1970s. This paper shows that under the textbook assumptions, the true condence level for these intervals does not converge to the asymptotic level, and instead is xed at zero in all sample sizes. The paper explores necessary conditions for solving this problem, most notably showing that under weak conditions, forming v a lid condence intervals requires that one limit consideration to a nite-dimensional time series model.
Theoretical condence level problems with condence i n tervals for the spectrum of a time series 1 Jon Faust
Often we wish to make inferences about the spectrum of a time series and have little a priori basis for restricting the class of possible processes. It is well known that the formation of condence intervals for points o n the spectrum requires various assumptions beyond, say, those implied by s t ationarity. By the early 1970s, however, there were textbook approaches to forming asymptotically justied condence intervals under very weak restrictions [Hannan, 1970; Anderson, 1971] , and these approaches remain standard [Priestley, 1 9 81; and Brockwell and Davis, 1991] . The condence intervals are based on asymptotically normal point e s timates of the spectrum.
This paper shows that under the standard a ssumptions the textbook condence intervals|and any o t her condence intervals|have condence level zero in all sample sizes. The formal explanation for the textbook case is that the convergence to normality of the point estimates is not uniform. There a re two natural solutions to the condence level problems: (i) i m pose further restrictions, or (ii) c hange the parameter of interest to be, for example, the average of the spectrum over some interval. The paper characterizes necessary conditions for valid condence intervals to exist under each o f t hese approaches.
The most notable result is t h a t under some w eak and appealing conditions, meaningful condence intervals for points on the spectrum exist only if the maintained model is r estricted to a nite-dimensional space of Wold (moving average) representations. This rules out valid c o ndence statements when using innite-1 dimensional models common in both parametric and nonparametric work. The results are shown u sing the topological approach o f S i m s [1971, 1972] Often in econometrics we base asymptotic inference statements o n p o intwise convergence of e s timates, rather than uniform convergence (see, e.g., Hanson [1996] for a recent example and discussion). In some cases, this may b e j u s tied by the knowledge that, say, convergence is uniform on compact subsets of the stated parameter space. Sweeting [1980] states a useful result of this sort. In such c a ses, there may be many dierent s e t s o f assumptions that are sucient for compactness, but no known additional necessary restrictions. In contrast, this paper shows that under weak conditions, there are additional simply interpretable necessary conditions for forming condence intervals on the spectrum. The practical importance of these results is discussed in the nal section.
1 Standard approaches to spectral inference Begin with a sketch of t he textbook approach to forming condence intervals for the spectrum [e.g., Anderson, 1971; Brockwell and Davis, 1991; H a nnan, 1970 A 2 i) The " are i n dependent and identically distributed a n d p arameterized b y 2 t 2 4
is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
2 What follows is not the weakest set of assumptions that have been asserted to support asymptotically valid condence intervals. The paper shows that these assumptions|and, hence, any weaker assumptions|are too weak for the existence of valid condence intervals. 3 The approaches in the textbooks dier in some details, e.g., Hannan treats A4 dierently, and Brockwell and Davis g i v e a dierent f o r m f or the condence intervals based on the asymptotically normal point estimates in (1). None of these dierences matter for the issues discussed here. 4 Since a is not normalized, setting the variance of " to one imposes no loss of generality. 
0 T ! will asymptotically have c o ndence level 100(1 0 ) p e r cent when c() is the twosided 100 percent point of the standard normal distribution. The next two sections demonstrate that these condence intervals will not be of the asserted size under the assumptions and give conditions on A for meaningful condence intervals to exist. The`distance between A and A is denoted kA 0 A k and equals ( ja 0 a j ) .
Henceforth, we consider the existence o f meaningful condence i n tervals: condence intervals that are of nite-length with probability one and for which the condence level is greater than zero and known, at least asymptotically. Condence intervals with unknown level, level zero, or that c o v er the entire parameter space exist trivially, b ut are uninteresting.
For Proposition 1, take a m odel satisfying A1{A3, with parameter space 2 = T A 2 9 and x any T and = ( A; ) 2 2. Dene y as a r a ndom variable T with parameter , and take a n y sequence of random variables fy g where y has k k parameter = ( A ; ) f or some A 2 A . A contains an A such t hat kg(A )k > . F or Proposition 2, take a n y condence intervals, fW g, f o r s that are of nite T ! length with probability one. Take a n y nite T , and any maintained model satisfying A1{A3. This result mirrors the central point o f Sims [1971, 1972] : inference about`-discontinuous functions of A is beset with problems. For concreteness, it is now useful explicitly to specify an A parameter space satisfying A3{A5. Begin with the parameter space for the nite-order, movingaverage processes, Many f a miliar As are linear, such a s F . W hen we w ork w ith innite-dimensional spaces, we usually hope to cover a broader range of cases than possible when considering just nite-order moving averages (F); thus, most spaces used in practice 1 contain a linear subspace of`. While the results require more cumbersome l a nguage to state, a version of the results o b viously holds when the parameter space is 7 For example, if the condence level is zero on the linear subspace, it must also be zero for any parameter space containing the linear subspace. 6 2 When A is a linear space, then under the`-norm topology w e h a v e a n o rmed linear space. Since f is a linear function on this space, a necessary and sucient ! condition for f to be continuous is that i t h a v e nite n o rm [e.g., Berberian, 1976] : Whenever we are willing to accept that the normalized spectrum is bounded at all !, so that condence intervals can be formed at arbitrary !, the assumed bound probably is similar across nearby f r equencies. A weak restriction o f t his type is given by A 7 A is such that F(!) is upper semi-continuous for ! 2 [0;].
While there i s n o thing incoherent about models that violate A7, models that violate the assumption have t he property t hat t he maximum normalized spectral density a t some frequency is discontinuously lower than the bound for neighboring frequencies. Such a model would certainly call for some justication.
Proposition 4 If t h e p arameter space A satises A6 then nite-dimensionality of A is sucient for s to be c ontinuous for all !. If A also satises A7 then ! nite-dimensionality of A is also n e c e ssary for s to be c ontinuous.
The normalized spectral density o f t h e f y g process is s divided by the variance of y , kAk . 
Discussion
One can avoid the problems demonstrated here by l i miting the A parameter space p to, e.g., R for some nite, large p. Alternatively, one can change the parameter of interest to be a w eighted average of the spectrum in some i n t erval, !61. Given these solutions, it might be argued that the problems have f ew substantive implications: surely there is some p large enough or 1 small enough that t he added restriction is not too onerous. This view is not very satisfactory. While any c hoice of p or 1 solves the asymptotic condence level problem, i n a n y g i v en sample size, it matters just what choice is made. It is straightforward to show that one can drive t he condence level arbitrarily close to zero by c hoosing p too large o r b y c hoosing 1 too small. Little 8 applied work explicitly states the required restriction, and it seems clear that in many contexts a proper choice of p or 1 is not known. For example, in the context of unit root inference|which i s a nalogous to inference about the spectrum at frequency zero|the correct choices are clearly in question [on this, see Faust, 1996] . It is hoped that the results of this paper provide motivation for and guidance i n exploring the restrictions required for approximately valid condence statements.
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